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ABSTRACT

The present study examined ENSO-related wind forcing contribution to off-equatorial Rossby wave for-

mations in the eastern tropical regions of the North and South Pacific using satellite altimeter data and

atmospheric reanalysis data during the period of 1993–2013. After mature phases of ENSO events, the sea

surface height anomaly fields showed that off-equatorial Rossby waves propagated westward along 118N and

88S from the eastern Pacific. Starting longitudes of the westward propagation were distant from the eastern

coast, especially for weak El Niño events in the 2000s, in contrast to the strong 1997/98 El Niño event in which

the propagations started from the coast. Based on observational data, it was hypothesized that the Rossby

waves could be formed by off-equatorial zonal belts of wind stress curl anomalies (WSCAs) in 1358–908W
rather than by wave emissions from the eastern coast. A numerical model forced only by WSCAs, that is,

without wave emissions from the coast, successfully reproduced observed features of the Rossby waves in

1808–1208W, supporting the study’s hypothesis. During mature phases of El Niño events, equatorially sym-

metric negative sea level pressure anomalies (SLPAs) resulting fromhydrostatic adjustment to the underlying

warm sea surface temperature anomalies dominated over the eastern tropical Pacific. Anomalous surface easter-

lies blowing around the negative SLPA area as geostrophic winds were a major contributor in forming the

anticyclonicWSCAs. The polarity of the anomalies is reversed during LaNiña events. Therefore, spatial patterns
of the SLPAs associated with the ENSO events are necessary to understand the Rossby wave formations.

1. Introduction

In association with a cycle of the El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO), the variations in the thermocline

depth in the eastern tropical Pacific show propaga-

tion features as oceanic Rossby waves (Kessler 1990;

Hasegawa andHanawa 2003;White et al. 2003).After the

mature phase of the ENSO warm event (El Niño) that is
induced by arrival of the downwelling equatorial Kelvin

wave, downwelling Rossby waves begin to propagate
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along latitude bands of 108–208N and 108–208S. The ap-

pearances of these two downwelling Rossby waves on

each side of the equator are mostly simultaneous, while

the wave propagation features are different. The Rossby

wave observed in the North Pacific propagates from the

eastern coast to the western coast within 1yr and then

reflects on the western coastal boundary to become

downwelling Kelvin wave at the equator that finally in-

duces subsequent El Niño (Kessler 1990; White et al.

2003; Hasegawa and Hanawa 2003, 2007), whereas the

Rossby wave observed in the South Pacific decays as it

propagates westward owing to modulation by atmo-

spheric forcing in the central/western tropical Pacific

(Hasegawa et al. 2008) and dissipation and vertical

propagation of wave energy (Ramos et al. 2008). The

polarity of the off-equatorial Rossby waves is reversed

during the ENSO cold event (La Niña).
In many previous studies, these Rossby wave forma-

tions have been considered a result of the boundary ef-

fect of the equatorial and coastal Kelvin waves. After

the equatorial Kelvin wave impinges on the eastern

coastal boundary, the downwelling equatorial Kelvin

wave bifurcates to the north and south and then further

propagates poleward as a coastal Kelvin wave to high

latitudes along the North American (Strub and James

2002; Clarke and Van Gorder 1994) and South Ameri-

can coasts (Blanco et al. 2002; Pizarro et al. 2002). They

emit part of their wave energies off the coast in the

midst of the poleward propagations (McWilliams 2006;

Giunipero and Clarke 2013). It is because the coastal

Kelvin wave, whose offshore scale is the Rossby’s de-

formation radius, decreases with poleward propagation,

which forces the coastal Kelvin wave to adjust to its

changing environment (McWilliams 2006). Another

study indicates that whether a wave is trapped or not

depends on its frequency and vertical structure (Clarke

and Shi 1991). The emitted ocean waves eventually

propagate westward as downwelling Rossby waves into

the interior regions of the North Pacific (Fu and Qiu

2002) and South Pacific (Vega et al. 2003; Ramos et al.

2008). These boundary-driven Rossby waves are clearly

observed for the 1997/98 El Niño event while the similar

boundary effect for the other ENSO events has not been

reported by the previous studies.

Recently, Abe et al. (2014) suggested that this

downwelling Rossby wave in the North Pacific could be

generated by winds rather than the Kelvin wave re-

flection for most of the El Niño events. They pointed out
that an anticyclonic WSCA was formed in 98–158N as a

result of southward shift of the intertropical conver-

gence zone (ITCZ) during the mature phase of El Niño,
explaining the downwelling Rossby wave formation.

During the mature phase of La Niña, a cyclonic WSCA

associated with northward shift of the ITCZ generates

the upwelling Rossby wave. This latitude band of the

Rossby wave’s propagation path agrees well with the

local maximum of wind-induced North Pacific thermo-

cline depth variability and hence sea surface height

variability at 138N (Capotondi et al. 2003). Also, the

appearance of the anticyclonic WSCA for the down-

welling Rossby wave formation (the cyclonic WSCA for

the upwelling Rossby wave formation) in 98–158N is

consistent with the fact that wind-induced sea surface

height (SSH) variability is dominant in the eastern

tropical North Pacific except for the 1997/98 El Niño
event (Fu and Qiu 2002).

However, the formation process of the downwelling

Rossby waves in the eastern tropical South Pacific is not

clear.While the downwelling Rossby wave in the eastern

tropical North Pacific could be explained by the south-

ward shift of the ITCZ, there is not such atmospheric

structure in the eastern tropical South Pacific. In addi-

tion, recent satellite observation revealed the frequent

occurrence of weak El Niño events in the 2000s after the

strong 1997/98 El Niño event (Larkin andHarrison 2005;

Ashok et al. 2007; Yu and Kao 2007; Kug et al. 2009;

Singh et al. 2011), which enables us to compare off-

equatorial ocean responses to strong/weak El Niño. The
questions raised in the present study are 1) whether the

ENSO-related Rossby waves in the eastern tropical

South Pacific are wind driven or not, 2) what is the dif-

ference in the ENSO-related Rossby waves between

strong and weak El Niño events, and 3) if these Rossby

waves are wind driven like those in the eastern tropical

North Pacific, what pattern in the ENSO-related atmo-

sphere is explainable for the interbasin Rossby wave

formations? We treat the ENSO-related Rossby waves

in both the eastern tropical North and South Pacific

together, aiming at providing comprehensive un-

derstanding on the interbasin Rossby wave formations.

The ENSO-related Rossby waves in the present study

are different from those in Schopf and Suarez’s (1988)

conceptual ENSO model, known as the delayed-action

oscillator model, in respect to the polarity and propa-

gating latitudes. Schopf and Suarez (1988) discussed the

Rossbywaves found in the near-equatorial regions at 58–
78N and 58–78S, with the opposite polarity of the equa-

torial Kelvin wave. An issue as to whether the Rossby

waves are wind driven or not has a close relation to the

topic of Picaut et al.’s (1997) conceptual ENSO model,

so-called the advective–reflective oscillator model,

whose model is constructed based on an assumption of

Kelvin wave reflection at the eastern coastal boundary.

An understanding of the linkage of the equatorial

Kelvin wave and off-equatorial Rossby waves in the

eastern tropical Pacific would contribute to a better
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forecast of off-equatorial SSH and ocean current vari-

abilities in the entire tropical Pacific. In addition, the

SSH variability is a critical issue for those who live on

Pacific islands of low elevation above sea level that are at

risk of going under water in the background of sea level

rise associated with global warming.

In the present study, we attempt to show that the

ENSO-related wind forcing, rather than theKelvin wave

reflection, can excite the ENSO-related, oceanic Rossby

waves in the off-equatorial region (58–208S and 58–208N)

of the eastern tropical Pacific. The paper is organized as

follows: Section 2 describes the data andmethods, section

3 presents results of the present study, section 4 dis-

cusses the results in comparison with those of other

relevant works, and section 5 presents a summary.

2. Data and methods

To examine contribution of the ENSO-related wind

forcing toRossbywave formations in the eastern tropical

North and South Pacific, sea surface height anomaly

(SSHA), sea surface temperature (SST), sea level pres-

sure (SLP), and wind stress data have been used in the

analysis. These data will be explained in section 2a. In

addition, analysis methods and a simple dynamic model

will be explained in sections 2b and 2c, respectively.

a. Data

Datasets used in the present study are the same as

those of Abe et al. (2014). For this reason, the de-

scription of the dataset parallels that of Abe et al. (2014)

in this subsection.

SSHAs observed by satellite altimeters including

TOPEX/Poseidon, Jason-1, and Jason-2 are provided by

the Archiving, Validation, and Interpretation of Satel-

lite Oceanographic data (AVISO). While the original

anomaly data along the ground tracks of these satellites

are available at 9.916-day and 5.8-km intervals, monthly

averages that were smoothed by aGaussian filter with an

e-folding scale of 300 km were calculated.

SST data were provided by the Met Office Hadley

Centre (HadISST; Rayner et al. 2003). The HadISST

data are constructed based on quality-controlled in situ

temperature observations and are available at 1-month

intervals with a grid of 18 longitude3 18 latitude. Spatial
and temporal gaps are filled using reduced-space opti-

mal interpolation (Kaplan et al. 1997).

Surface wind velocity, surface wind stress, and SLP

data provided by the European Center for Medium-

RangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF), referred to as the

ECMWF interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim; Simmons

et al. 2010), were used. The number of assimilated ob-

servations is 10 times larger in the ERA-Interim dataset

than in the previous version of the 40-yr ECMWF Re-

Analysis (ERA-40; Dee et al. 2011). Although the

original data are available at 1-month intervals and

with a grid of 0.758 longitude 3 0.758 latitude, the data

were regridded onto 18 grids.
The data used in the present study were obtained be-

tween January 1993 and December 2013. Monthly clima-

tologies were calculated over the 21-yr period for all

atmospheric and oceanic variables. Monthly anomalies as

departures from the respective climatologieswere smoothed

by applying a 13-month running-mean filter. This temporal

filter highlighted the interannual variations in these variables

by canceling out temporal variations on a 1-yr scale.

To represent the ENSO cycle in the equatorial eastern

Pacific from 1993 to 2013, the Niño-3.4 index provided

by the NOAA Climate Prediction Center was used.

b. Analysis methods

To extract the ENSO-related atmospheric and oceanic

components, we used a regression analysis by relating

these variables to the Niño-3.4 index. Statistical signifi-

cance of the regression coefficients was evaluated based on

correlation coefficient between each variable andNiño-3.4
index. The degree of freedom (DOF) was calculated by

dividing the number of data by the zero-crossing time

scale. TheDOFof each variable and that ofNiño-3.4 index
were averaged to determine single value of DOF.

To estimate the propagation speed of the SSHAs, we

followed themethod ofAbe et al. (2014). In a longitude–

time diagram of the SSHAs, the SSHAs were projected

onto a line at a given angle of u to calculate along-slope

SSHA variance. Along-slope SSHA variance is variance

of SSHA anomaly that is defined by SSHA minus mean

SSHA averaged over the line of angle u. Total variance

of the along-slope SSHA is calculated by summing the

along-slope SSHA variances over all lines of angle u.

The u ranges from 08 (the longitude axis) to 908 (the time

axis). This variance would be minimized when the line is

parallel to the alignment of ridges and troughs of the

SSHAs. The optical u in this diagram was converted to

propagation speed.

c. A 1.5-layer reduced-gravity model

A linear vorticity model used in the present study is

the same as that of Abe et al. (2014). For this reason, the

model description is the same as Abe et al. (2014), and

the following text is derived from there with minor

modifications.

To estimate wind-induced SSHAs, a 1.5-layer baro-

clinic Rossby wave model was employed, which has

successfully reproduced Rossby wave features in many

previous studies (e.g., Meyers 1979; Kessler 1990;

Holbrook and Bindoff 1999; Perkins and Holbrook
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2001; Cummins and Lagerloef 2004; Fu and Qiu 2002;

Capotondi et al. 2003; Qiu and Chen 2010; Abe et al.

2014). Under the long-wave approximation, a linear

vorticity equation is obtained:
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Themonthly averaged wind stress anomaly vectors from

the ERA-Interim data were used to calculate h0(x, y, t).
The wind force was zonally integrated along some lati-

tudes in the North and South Pacific. These latitudes will

be determined based on the result of the observation in

section 3a. Also, values of each parameter will be given

in section 3b.

3. Results

a. Observations

To obtain the overall features of the ocean waves as-

sociated with the ENSO events, monthly lead–lag re-

gressions of the SSHA onto the Niño-3.4 index over

the entire tropical Pacific were calculated (Fig. 1). The

monthly lead–lag value is negative (positive) when the

SSHA leads (lags) the Niño-3.4 index. Before the ma-

ture phase of an El Niño event at a lead–lag value

of 26 months, a positive SSHA with an amplitude of

5 cm is dominant over the central and eastern portions of

the equatorial Pacific. At lead–lag values from 26 to

0 months, the positive SSHA propagates eastward along

the equator, exhibiting the eastward propagation of a

downwelling Kelvin wave. After the mature phase of an

El Niño event at a lead–lag value of 13 months, the

equatorial Kelvin wave begins to decay in the eastern

coastal boundary region. At a lead–lag value

of 16 months, local maxima of positive SSHAs are

formed at latitudes of 38–158N and 48–108S, indicating
downwelling Rossby wave formation as discussed in the

introduction. At a lead–lag value of112months, the off-

equatorial SSHA ridge in the North Pacific further ex-

tends to the regionwest of 1808, whereas the SSHA ridge

in the South Pacific begins to decay. These different

features in the westward extensions in the North and

South Pacific have also been reported based on analysis

using observed ocean heat content anomalies

(Hasegawa et al. 2008). The polarity of the regressed

anomalies discussed in the present study is reversed

during La Niña events.

To explore the formation and propagation features

for each ENSO event, we showed longitude–time dia-

grams of the observed SSHAs along the off-equatorial

zonal belt at 118N (Fig. 2a) and 88S (Fig. 2b), together

with the time series of the Niño-3.4 index (Fig. 2c).

These latitudes were chosen because the off-equatorial

ridges of the regressed SSHAs on either side of the

equator were found at these latitudes after the mature

phases of El Niño events (Fig. 1). In Fig. 2c, the polari-

ties of the two observed SSHAs averaged over the

eastern portion (1308–1108W) at both 118N and 88S are

positive during El Niño events (yellow boxes in 1994,

1997/98, 2002, 2004, 2006, and 2009) and negative during

LaNiña events (green boxes in 1995/96, 1999/2000, 2007/
08, and 2010/11). These ENSO-related SSHAs in the

eastern portion often extend westward (Figs. 2a,b), in-

dicating Rossbywave propagation, although it should be

noted that the eastward-extending feature is pro-

nounced during the period from 1998 to 2001 (Fig. 2b).

The possible cause of this eastward-extending feature

will be discussed in section 3b. All these aspects in-

cluding the ENSO-related polarities of the SSHAs and

the initial formations of the SSHAs away from the

eastern coastal boundary were found at 98–138N and

68–108S as well (not shown).

According to Chelton and Schlax (1996), phase speed

of the off-equatorial Rossby waves is 20 cm s21 at 118N
and 50 cm s21 at 88S, respectively. These phase speeds

are shown as straight lines in Figs. 2a and 2b with yellow

lines for El Niño events and green lines for La Niña
events. The westward-propagating features for the

aforementioned ENSO events mostly follow the phase
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speeds on either side of the equator. In addition to this

qualitative comparison with the Chelton and Schlax’s

(1996) estimation speed, we quantitatively estimated

propagation speeds from Figs. 2a and 2b through the

method described in section 2b. The propagation speed,

estimated with the use of the whole period of the SSHA

data, was 30 cm s21 at 118N. Likewise, it was 60 cm s21 at

88S using all data except for the 1998–2001 negative

SSHA event. These values are close to those in Chelton

and Schlax’s (1996) values. As to the SSHA amplitude,

all the SSHA events have the maximum amplitudes

distant from the eastern coastal boundary except for the

1997/98 SSHAevent. Therefore, in the present study, we

examined the surface wind forcing in the interior region.

The regression coefficients of the WSCAs onto the

Niño-3.4 index (31024Nm23 s 8C21, color) over the

tropical Pacific are shown in Fig. 3. The WSCA is de-

fined by the following equation:

WSCA5=3 (t0/f ) , (3)

where t0 is the wind stress anomaly and f is the Coriolis

parameter. The regressed SSHA at a lead–lag value

of16months is also superimposed on Fig. 3. No time lag

is taken into consideration for the WSCA map in order

to extract the ENSO-related signals, while we consid-

ered the time lag for the SSHA map because the strong

SSHA signal of the equatorial Kelvin wave, whichmasks

FIG. 1. Lead–lag regression maps of SSHAs onto Niño-3.4 index (0.5 cm 8C21 intervals) at lead–lag values of26

to112months in 3-month intervals.Monthly lead–lag values are negative (positive) when SSHA leads (lags) index.

Shading convention is shown beneath.
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off-equatorial ocean response to the wind forcing, still

remained 3 months after the mature phase of the ENSO

event. In the North Pacific, a negative WSCA is evident

along the off-equatorial zonal belt from 88 to 148N in the

eastern portion of the basin. Likewise, in the South

Pacific, a negative WSCA is evident along the off-

equatorial zonal belt from 38 to 158S. We made the

same figure in which long-term trends were removed,

but the same anticyclonic structures of both hemi-

spheres were obtained (not shown). Our additional

analysis of 2000–08 QuikSCAT data and 1993–2013

NCEP–NCAR Reanalysis-1 (Kalnay et al. 1996) and an

analysis of 1962–2009 ECMWF Ocean Reanalysis, Sys-

tem 3 (ORA-S3), wind data byQiu andChen (2010) also

FIG. 2. Hovmöller diagrams of observed SSHAs (cm) along (a) 118N and (b) 88S. A 13-month, running-mean filter is applied to the

SSHAs after it is smoothed by a Gaussian filter with an e-folding scale of 300 km. Shading convention is shown beneath. Straight lines

superposed on diagrams are indicators of Rossbywave propagation speeds of 20 cm s21 in (a) and 50 cm s21 in (b). (c) Time series of Niño-
3.4 index (color) and those of SSHAs (black lines) calculated by zonally averaging over 1308–1108W at 118N (dashed line) and 88S (solid

line). El Niño (LaNiña) events are shown by yellow (green) boxes. Straight lines in Figs. 2a and 2b are positioned so that they pass through

specific longitudes (1208W or central longitude of 1308–1108W) and times (when major peaks of SSHAs in Fig. 2c are observed).
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revealed anticyclonic WSCAs in the off-equatorial belts

on either side of the equator over the eastern tropical

Pacific (not shown), as shown in Fig. 3 based on the

ERA-Interim data. Clarke (2008) carried out the same

analysis using the European Remote Sensing Satellite

(ERS) wind for the period of 1992–2008 and found weak

anticyclonic WSCAs in the eastern tropical North and

South Pacific. White dots in Fig. 3 denote locations at

which regression coefficients are statistically significant

exceeding a 10% significance level [or equivalently

within a confidence limit of 90% (Hasegawa et al.

2007)]. As indicated by the white dots, the regressed

WSCAs in the eastern tropical Pacific are statistically

significant. Also, explained variance of the WSCAs,

defined by the ratio of variance of the ENSO-related

WSCAs to the variance of the 13-month running-mean

filteredWSCAs, was more than 25% with the maximum

ratio of 37% in the North Pacific and 53% in the South

Pacific (not shown).

A role of the wind-induced Ekman pumping on

upper-ocean dynamics was examined for the seasonal

thermocline variability in the western South Pacific by

Holbrook and Bindoff (1999) and for the interannual

thermocline variability in the whole Pacific basin by

Perkins and Holbrook (2001). Indeed, Fig. 3 displays

that the off-equatorial ridges of the SSHA and the

overlying anticyclonic WSCAs are mostly on the same

latitudes of 118N and 88S. While the 6-month difference

of the time lag between the SSHAs and WSCAs in-

dicates the 6-month temporal evolution of the SSHA

ridges formed after the appearance of the negative

WSCAs, the formation process will be examined in the

next subsection. In the western tropical Pacific, positive

WSCAs contributing to the negative SSHA formations

in the same regionwere found (Fig. 1), as investigated by

Weisberg and Wang (1997) and Qiu and Chen (2010).

However, the westward propagation of the SSHAs in

Fig. 2 starts from the eastern tropical Pacific. Therefore,

in section 3b, we will discuss the influence of WSCAs in

the eastern tropical Pacific on the formation of the

Rossby waves using a simple Rossby wave model.

b. A 1.5-layer Rossby wave model

The westward extensions of the off-equatorial SSHAs

from the negative WSCA regions in the eastern tropical

Pacific on either side of the equator (Fig. 3) indicated

that the Rossby waves were induced by surface wind

forcing in the same region. To examine whether nega-

tive (positive) WSCAs along the off-equatorial belts in

the North and South Pacific sectors during the mature

phases of El Niño (La Niña) events can generate

downwelling (upwelling) Rossby waves, a 1.5-layer

baroclinic Rossby wave model was employed (see sec-

tion 2c). The wind forcing was zonally integrated along

118N (88S) for the North Pacific (South Pacific). The

value of g0 was 0.05ms22 (Qiu and Chen 2010), 1/« was

0.5 yr (Picaut et al. 1993; Qiu andChen 2010), and xEwas

858Wat 118Nand 808Wat 88S. To examine only the wind

effect, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) was

set to zero. The propagation speed CR was 20 cm s21 at

118N and 50 cm s21 at 88S by referencing the values in

Chelton and Schlax (1996) (see Fig. 5 of their work).

The result of the Rossby wave model forced by the

wind stress anomaly is shown in Fig. 4. Longitude–time

diagrams of the simulated SSHAs along the off-

equatorial zonal belt at 118N and 88S are shown in

Figs. 4a and 4b, respectively. Visual inspection of Figs. 2

and 4 indicates that the simulations well reproduce the

observed westward-propagating features of the SSHAs

as well as the eastward-extending feature from 1998 to

2001 at 88S. Similar formation and propagation features

of the Rossby waves were obtained in a realistic range of

the parameter values of g0 5 (0.05 6 0.01)m s22, CR 5
(20 6 10) cm s21 at 118N [(50 6 25) cm s21 at 88S], and
1/«5 0.25–‘ yr. In addition, these features were found in

the simulated SSHAs at 98–138N and 68–108S as well

(not shown).

The formation areas of the positive SSHAs in the

original experiment are not fixed at a specific longitude,

but they display the zonal shift from 1008–1358W in the

1990s to 1108–1508W in the 2000s (Figs. 4a,b). This zonal

shift is also hinted at in Figs. 2a and 2b. Several recent

studies reported that different type of El Niño events,

so-called El Niño Modoki (Ashok et al. 2007) or its

similar events (Larkin and Harrison 2005; Yu and Kao

2007; Kug et al. 2009), were frequently observed in the

2000s (Singh et al. 2011). During this different type of El

FIG. 3. Regression map of WSCAs (31024 Nm23 s 8C21, color)

onto Niño-3.4 index at a lead–lag value of 0 months. White dots

denote locations at which regression coefficients are statistically

significant exceeding a 10% significance level. Equatorial area at

38S–38N is masked by gray due to small Coriolis parameter.

Shading convention is shown at right. The color scale is not sym-

metric to emphasize the negative values of the regression co-

efficient. Regressed SSHAs at a lead–lag value of 16 months, as

shown in Fig. 1, are superposed (cm 8C21, contours).
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Niño events, the local maxima of positive sea surface

temperature anomalies (SSTAs) are located in the

central Pacific rather than in the eastern Pacific. Ashok

et al. (2007) noted the zonal shifts of the negative sea

level pressure anomalies (SLPAs) and associated

surface wind anomalies. The zonal shift in the area

wherein positive SSHA is formed in the experiment is

affected by the shift in the surface wind forcing. In fact,

the negative WSCAs in the 1990s were often found east

of 1508W, while those in the 2000s tend to be west of

FIG. 4. (a),(b) As in Fig. 2, but calculated using simulated SSHAs given by the reduced-gravity model in Eq. (2).
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1208W (not shown). However, the zonal shift is not ob-

vious in the negative SSHAs during LaNiña events. This
result is consistent with the fact that no zonal shift of the

negative SSTAs occurs in the 2000s.

We calculated statistics using the simulated SSHAs

and observed SSHAs (Fig. 5). The simultaneous corre-

lation coefficients between the simulated and observed

SSHAs on each of the two longitude–time diagrams are

significant west of 1208W for 118N (Fig. 5a) and for 88S
(Fig. 5b), exceeding a 10% significance level. In addi-

tion, the correlation coefficients increase to the west

along these two latitudes. These findings are consistent

with the findings of Perkins and Holbrook (2001). The

high correlation coefficients over the central to western

portion of the domain reflect the importance of the

WSCAs in forcing Rossby waves in 1808–1208W while

the lower correlations in the east portion of the domain

in 1208–808W suggest that other processes, including the

Rossby wave emissions from the eastern coastal

boundary, are at work (see Perkins and Holbrook 2001).

The westward increases in the correlation coefficients

indicate that the wind effect in SSHA generation is more

important in the interior region far from the coast in

1808–1208W, or, equivalently, the influence of the re-

flected equatorial Kelvin wave onto the off-equatorial

Rossby waves decreases westward.

Similar statistical behaviors of the correlation co-

efficients were found for the correlation coefficients

calculatedwithout considering the 1997/98 ElNiño event
(the coefficients were 0.83, 0.62, 0.42, and 0.11 at 1808W,

1508W, 1208W, and 908W along 118N, respectively; 0.73,

0.58, 0.75, and 20.13 at the same longitudes along 88S),
indicating the calculated correlation coefficient is not

affected by the extremely large value of the SSHA in

1997/98. In addition, longitudinal plots of the correlation

coefficients at the nearby latitudes (98–138Nand 68–108S)
showed both the westward increase of the coefficients

(not shown) and the high coefficients (0.44, 0.56, 0.66,

0.70, and 0.71 at 98, 108, 118, 128, and 138N and 0.66, 0.66,

0.65, 0.66, and 0.67 at 68, 78, 88, 98, and 108S in 1808–1208W
on average) as shown in Figs. 5a and 5b.

Root-mean-square difference (RMSD) between the

simulated and observed SSHAs, root-mean-square

(RMS) of the simulated SSHAs, and RMS of the ob-

served SSHAs are shown in Figs. 5c and 5d. The RMSD

is regarded as a representative value of the difference

between the simulated SSHAs and observed SSHAs,

so a largeRMSDvalue indicates themodel performance

is not good, while a small RMSD value means the sim-

ulation goes well. The simulated SSHA (dotted line) at

118N shows westward increase of the RMS reaching up

to 3–4 cm at 1808W.The similar westward increase of the

simulated SSHA, with the maximum value of 6–7 cm, is

found at 88S. The observed SSHA at 118N and 88S
(dashed lines) also shows similar westward increase of

the RMS, although the value is large near the eastern

coastal boundary due to the boundary signal as ex-

plained in Fig. 2. The RMSD at 118N (solid line) largely

decreases to the west in 1358–858W, while it keeps the

minimum value of 2 cm in 1808–1358W. The RMSD at

88S also decreases to the west in 1208–808W,while it then

turns to the westward increase in 1808–1358W. Since the

RMSD is largely dependent on the SSHA amplitude

itself, we normalized the RMSD by dividing it by the

average of theRMSof the observed SSHAand theRMS

of the simulated SSHA (Figs. 5e,f). The normalized

RMSD shows westward decrease, reaching to the level

below 1.0 in 1808–1308W at both 118N and 88S. This fact
indicates successful simulation of the SSHAs in the in-

terior region in 1808–1308W.

In the employed model, we assumed that the g0 is
constant at 118N and 88S, which indicates the thermo-

cline depth is constant at these latitudes. The g 0 value of
0.05m s22 is used in Qiu and Chen (2010), which ex-

amines SSH variability in the interior region of tropical

Pacific where the thermocline depth is relatively deep.

However, its depth is much shallower in the near-coastal

boundary region than in the interior region. For this

reason, the SSHA response to the wind forcing in the

near boundary region is expected to be overestimated in

the model because of the larger g0 in the model com-

pared to reality. Therefore, the amplitude of the simu-

lated SSHAs in the near-boundary region becomes

smaller when the shallower thermocline depth is taken

into consideration in the model.

Following Perkins and Holbrook (2001), we con-

ducted an additional simulation wherein the remote

effect from the Rossby waves was excluded; in practice,

the second term on the left-hand side of Eq. (1) was

removed. Thus, Ekman pumping by the surface wind

anomalies is the only factor responsible for SSHA for-

mation in this additional experiment. In such an exper-

iment, we can indirectly diagnose how important the

remotely forced Ekman pumping effect is for the de-

termination of the observed SSHAs. As expected from

the model settings of the additional experiment, the

westward-propagating feature found in the observations

and original simulation mostly disappears (Figs. 6a,b).

However, the eastward-extending feature still remains

in Fig. 6b, indicating that the signals during 1998–2001

is a result of the local wind stress curl effect.

The simultaneous correlation coefficients between the

results of the simulations performed in the additional

experiment and the observations are insignificant in 908–
1108Wand 1208–1508Wat 118N (Fig. 6c) and most of the

longitudes at 88S (Fig. 6d). This poor reproducibility in
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FIG. 5. Longitudinal plot of statistic values at (left) 118N and (right) 88S. (a),(b) Simulta-

neous correlation coefficient of the simulated SSHAs (Fig. 4) with observed SSHAs (Fig. 2).

The horizontal line in each figure indicates a 10% significance level of the correlation co-

efficients. (c),(d) RMSD between the observed and simulated SSHAs (solid line), RMS of the

observed SSHAs (dashed line), and RMS of the simulated SSHAs (dotted line). The vertical

range is not same between (c) and (d). (e),(f) Normalized RMSD calculated by dividing the

RMSD by average of the RMS of the observed SSHAs and RMS of the simulated SSHAs in

Figs. 5c and 5d.
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FIG. 6. (a),(b) As in Fig. 4, but given by reduced-gravity model driven under condition that

CR in Eq. (1) is 0 cm s21. Simultaneous correlation coefficients of simulated SSHAs (Fig. 6)

with observed SSHAs (Fig. 2) at (c) 118N and (d) 88S (black lines) as functions of longitude.

Gray lines in (c) and (d) are identical to those in Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively.
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the additional experiment is due to a lack of Rossby

wave dynamics. These intercomparisons between the

simulated results of the original and additional experi-

ments strongly suggest that knowledge of the spatial

patterns in the surface wind anomalies formed during

ENSO events and their effect on ocean waves is neces-

sary to obtain the off-equatorial SSHAs on either side of

the equator.

c. Meridional shear of anomalous easterly winds

In consideration of the observed and simulated

SSHAs, it is evident that the formations of the ENSO-

related off-equatorial Rossby waves in 1808–1208W are

induced by anomalous Ekman pumping in 1358–908W.

This finding suggests that the off-equatorial WSCAs on

either side of the equator are linked to the same atmo-

spheric circulation straddling the equator. Figure 7 dis-

plays the regression map of the (Fig. 7a) SSTAs,

(Fig. 7b) SLPAs, and (Fig. 7c) surface wind vector

anomalies onto the Niño-3.4 index. Again, the reason

for showing the regression coefficients with the time lag

not considered is to extract the ENSO-related signals.

The most striking feature in Fig. 7a is an equatorially

symmetric pattern of positive SSTAs in the eastern

portion of the equatorial Pacific, which is a well-known

SSTA pattern during the mature phase of an El Niño
event. Because of the hydrostatic response of the lower

atmosphere to the warm SSTAs in the eastern Pacific,

negative SLPAs are formed over the eastern portion

of the tropical Pacific (Fig. 7b). Our inspection of the

individual SLPA maps showed that this SLPA pattern

with a negative (positive) center of action on the

equator was observed in all the El Niño events (all

the La Niña events). The value at the center

was230,2180,260,230,220, and260 Pa for the 1994,

1997/98, 2002, 2004, 2006, and 2009 El Niño events,

while it was 170, 1100, 160, and 190 Pa for the 1995/

96, 1999/2000, 2007/08, and 2010/11 La Niño events. The

amplitude for the 1997/98 El Niño event was extremely

large. By contrast, the western Pacific is characterized by

positive SLPAs because the underlying SSTAs are

cooler than normal. Because of these basin-scale SLP

changes, distinct westerly anomalies of more than

1m s21 8C21 blow toward the center of negative SLPAs

in the equatorial region west of 1358W, whereas in the

eastern Pacific east of 1358W, easterly anomalies of less

than 0.5m s21 8C21 blow toward the center of the neg-

ative SLPAs (Fig. 7c). Although the easterly anomalies

in the eastern tropical Pacific are weak, significant an-

ticyclonic WSCAs were evident around the regions

(Fig. 3). These easterly anomalies have been observed

during El Niño Modoki events as well (Ashok et al.

2007). Previous studies intensively investigated the roles

of the strong westerly anomalies on the formation of

equatorial Kelvin waves in the western Pacific (e.g.,

McPhaden and Yu 1999). However, the influences of

easterly anomalies on ocean wave formations in the

eastern Pacific have not been fully addressed.

The regressions ofWSCAs, wind stress anomalies, and

SLPAs onto the Niño-3.4 index over the eastern Pacific

(1408–758W), where the easterly anomalies are pro-

nounced, are shown in Fig. 8a. The lower two panels of

Fig. 8 show the regressed anomalies using only the zonal

and meridional components of wind stress, respectively,

that is, t0x and 2›(t0x/f)/›y and (Fig. 8b) and t0y and

›(t0y/f)/›x (Fig. 8c). As expected from the surface wind

anomalies in Fig. 7, the wind stress anomalies over the

eastern Pacific are mostly directed toward the center of

FIG. 7. Regressionmap of (a) SSTAs (8C 8C21, color), (b) SLPAs

(Pa 8C21, color), and (c) surface wind vector anomalies (m s21 8C21,

arrows) ontoNiño-3.4 index at a lead–lag value of 0months. Shading

convention is shown at right. White dots in (a) and (b) denote lo-

cations at which regression coefficients are statistically significant

exceeding a 10% significance level. The regressed wind vectors in

(c) are plotted only when both of the x and y components exceed

a 10% significance level. The contour maps in (b) and (c) are dif-

ferent forms of the color maps in (a) and (b), respectively.
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the negative SLPAs. While no distinct WSCAs are evi-

dent near this SLPA center, the zonal belts of negative

WSCAs are located in the off-equatorial regions on ei-

ther side of the equator wherein meridional gradients of

the SLPAs are observed.

An overall comparison of Figs. 8a, 8b, and 8c shows

that themeridional gradients of the zonal components of

the wind stress anomalies contribute significantly to the

total amount of the WSCAs in the off-equatorial zonal

belts. The plotted SLPA contours indicate that these off-

equatorial zonal components of wind stress anomalies

are associated with the geostrophic zonal wind (Fig. 8b).

The directions of the meridional components of the

wind stress anomalies on either side of the equator are

equatorward and across the isobars toward the center of

the SLPA, indicating ageostrophic components

(Fig. 8c). However, the zonal gradients of themeridional

components of the wind stress anomalies contribute

little to the total amount of the WSCAs.

We assume that anomalous surface wind velocities are

mostly attributed to geostrophic components calculated

from the spatial pattern of SLPAs in Fig. 8. If this as-

sumption is valid, one may expect that the Laplacian of

the eastern Pacific SLPAs, which is regarded as surface

wind vorticity, will represent the off-equatorial zonal

bands of the WSCAs on either side of the equator.

Figure 9a displays the regressed anomalies of the

Laplacians of the SLPAs (colors) and of the WSCAs

(contours) onto the Niño-3.4 index. A zonally elongated

local minimum of the SLPALaplacian is collocated over

the local minimum of theWSCAs in the eastern tropical

Pacific. The zonal averages of the meridional plots of

these two variables from 1358 to 1108W (Fig. 9b) show

negative peaks at around 108N in the North Pacific. In

the South Pacific, the SLPA Laplacian is negative at

around 78S, where a negative WSCA is found, although

the two peaks are not completely collocated because the

WSCA amplitudes show equatorward increases due

to the smaller values of the Coriolis parameter near the

equator. This correspondence in latitude among the

SLPA Laplacians, WSCAs, and SSHAs suggests that

the anomalous atmospheric circulations over the eastern

Pacific, after being adjusted to the underlying SSTAs,

are responsible for the formation of the off-equatorial

Rossby waves on either side of the equator that are

observed after the mature phases of ENSO events.

Figures 9c and 9d and Figs. 9e and 9f show the regressed

anomalies based on only ›2(SLPA)/›y2 and ›2(SLPA)/›x2,

respectively. Comparison of the lower panels in Fig. 9

indicates that the meridional gradient of the zonal geo-

strophic wind anomalies is the major contributor to the

total magnitude of the SLPA Laplacian.

4. Discussion

a. Comparison with conceptual ENSO models

As presented in the previous sections, the ENSO-

related off-equatorial Rossby waves in 1808–1208W on

either side of the equator are generated by the ENSO-

relatedWSCAs over the eastern tropical Pacific in 1358–
908W. This result indicates that these Rossby waves are

related to the ENSO models proposed in previous

studies (Suarez and Schopf 1988; Picaut et al. 1997). In

this subsection, we will discuss how our results are re-

lated to the existing ENSO models.

In the delayed-action oscillator model (Suarez and

Schopf 1988), the equatorial Kelvin wave and the

Rossby waves are linked to each other by air–sea

FIG. 8. (a)RegressionmapofWSCAs (color,31024Nm23 s 8C21)

onto Niño-3.4 index, superimposed with regression of wind stress

anomalies (arrows, Nm22 8C21) and SLPAs (contours, Pa 8C21).

(b),(c) Regressionmaps only using zonal andmeridional components

of wind stress anomalies, respectively, that is, t0x and 2›(t0x/f)/›y
(Fig. 8b) and t0y and ›(t0y/f)/›x (Fig. 8c). Shading convention is

shown beneath. Equatorial area at 38S–38N is masked by gray due to

small Coriolis parameter.
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interaction. Battisti and Hirst (1989) formulated this

conceptual delayed oscillator model and argued that this

oscillator could account for important aspects of the

numerical simulation by Zebiak and Cane (1987). The

atmospheric response to the downwelling Kelvin wave,

in the delayed-action oscillator model, induces cyclonic

WSCAs in the central equatorial Pacific that eventually

generate upwelling Rossby waves at 58–78N and 58–78S

FIG. 9. (a) Regression map of Laplacian of SLPAs (color, Pa deg22 8C21) andWSCAs (contours, dashed line for

negative and solid line for positivewith 2.03 1024 Nm23 s 8C21 intervals) ontoNiño-3.4 index. Laplacian of SLPAs

is smoothedwithGaussian filter with an e-folding scale of 38 3 38. (b)Meridional plots of these two variables zonally

averaged over 1358–1108W(solid line for SLPAand dashed line forWSCA). Figs. 9c and 9d and Figs. 9e and 9f show

regressed anomalies using only ›2(SLPA)/›y2 and 2›(t0x/f)/›y and ›2(SLPA)/›x2 and ›(t0y/f)/›x, respectively.
Equatorial area at 38S–38N is masked by gray due to small Coriolis parameter.
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during El Niño events. In contrast, in the eastern trop-

ical Pacific, the present study showed that anticyclonic

WSCAs are formed as the atmospheric response to

warm Kelvin waves and that this wind forcing generates

downwelling Rossby waves in the off-equator regions at

118N and 88S during El Niño events. The amplitudes of

the SSHAs are both 2–4 cm (Fig. 5 of their study and

Fig. 5 of the present study), but the polarity of the

Rossby waves is different. The polarity of the Rossby

waves in the central equatorial Pacific, which is expected

in the delayed-action oscillatormodel, is opposite to that

of the observed ones in the off-equatorial regions of the

eastern tropical Pacific, as shown in the present study.

This means that the upwelling Rossby waves in the

delayed-action oscillator model contribute to the ter-

mination of the ongoing El Niño event. In contrast, the

downwelling Rossby waves that were investigated in the

present study could contribute to the preparation of

the next El Niño event after arriving in the western

tropical Pacific (Hasegawa and Hanawa 2007).

Picaut et al. (1997) proposed the advective–reflective

oscillator model. In this conceptual model, the Kelvin

wave reflection at the eastern coastal boundary toward

the subsequent off-equatorial Rossby wave is one of the

key factors that determine the length of an ENSO cycle;

the ENSO period in this conceptual model is realistic

(3.8 yr on average) when the equatorial Kelvin wave is

assumed to completely reflect at the eastern boundary,

whereas it is unrealistic (much longer than 3.8 yr) when

the reflection ratio is set to be small. The observational

results of the present study show the important role of

anomalous wind forcing in the generation of Rossby

waves in the off-equatorial belts during the mature

phases of ENSO events, although the wave reflection

effect is not negligible for some Rossby waves. The po-

larity of Rossby waves that is expected in the advective–

reflective oscillator model is the same as that of Rossby

waves in the present study, but the conclusion of the

present study is that the main forcing for the Rossby

wave generations in 1993–2013 is the ENSO-related

wind forcing rather than the Kelvin wave reflection. In

contrast, the strong El Niño event occurring in 1997/98

shows the wave reflection at the eastern boundary as

expected from the advective–reflective oscillator.

Therefore, the present results indicate that the magni-

tude of wave reflection at the eastern coastal boundary is

different depending on the type of ENSO events. This

point is also discussed in the next subsection.

The observational evidence shown in the present

study indicates that the climate processes related to

ENSO include the wind-forced Rossby waves in the off-

equatorial eastern tropical Pacific in addition to the

equatorial Rossby waves that are emphasized in the

delayed-action oscillator model and the wave reflection

at the eastern boundary emphasized in the advective–

reflective oscillator model.

b. Comparison with relevant works

As explained in the introduction, the presence of the

ENSO-related Rossby waves in the eastern tropical

Pacific is reported by the previous studies (e.g., Kessler

1990; Hasegawa and Hanawa 2003; White et al. 2003).

These off-equatorial Rossby waves in the eastern trop-

ical Pacific are considered as the boundary-driven waves

because the wave reflection was indeed captured in the

strong 1997/98 El Niño event (Fu and Qiu 2002; Vega

et al. 2003; Ramos et al. 2008). The satellite SSHA data

currently available for more than 20 yr cover enough

ENSO events, including the strong El Niño event in

1997/98 and weak El Niño events in the 2000s (e.g.,

Larkin and Harrison 2005; Ashok et al. 2007; Yu and

Kao 2007; Kug et al. 2009). This enables us to describe

not only common features found in all the ENSO-

related Rossby waves but also their diversity.

With this advantage, we found that the ENSO-related

Rossby waves are observed at every 10 ENSO events

(Fig. 2). Statistical analysis for the observed SSHA field,

however, showed that the strong SSHA signal emitted

from the coastal boundary, as was seen in the 1997/98 El

Niño event, was not found in the other ENSO events.

This fact indicates that another mechanism is required

to explain the ENSO-related Rossby wave formations.

Our numerical experiment using the 1.5-layer reduced-

gravity model driven by the wind forcing suggests that

the anomalous wind stress curl in 1358–908W(Fig. 3) can

reasonably explain the Rossby wave formation in 1808–
1208W including its polarity as observed (Figs. 2, 4, 5).

Further, westward shifts of the SSHA formation areas

during the El Niño Modoki events were observed

(Figs. 2, 4). An interbasin comparison of the SSHAs

indicated that there was no essential difference in for-

mations of the ENSO-relatedRossbywaves in theNorth

and South Pacific (Figs. 2a,b and Figs. 4a,b).

An importance of anomalous winds in the central to

western tropical Pacific on forming/enhancing Rossby

waves has been reported by numerous studies (e.g.,

Kessler 1990; Weisberg and Wang 1997; White et al.

2003; Hasegawa and Hanawa 2007; Hasegawa et al.

2008; Qiu and Chen 2010; Chang et al. 2013). The wind-

induced Rossby waves in the western tropical Pacific

have an impact on the equatorial SSH variability

through the western boundary reflection (McGregor

et al. 2007, 2008 2009a,b). We additionally suggested

that the anomalous winds in the eastern tropical Pacific,

specifically in 1358–908W (Fig. 3), are also important for

the Rossby wave formations in 1808–1208W.
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Perkins and Holbrook (2001) conducted numerical

simulations of a 1.5-layer reduced-gravity model forced

by WSCAs with various model settings. They examined

which of themodel settings was appropriate to represent

thermocline depth variability (i.e., SSHA) at a wide

variety of latitudes of 118N/S, 218N/S, and 318N/S in the

western to eastern Pacific, simulated in an eddy-

permitting ocean model developed by Semtner and

Chervin (1992). Their results, especially those in the

eastern tropical parts of 118N/S (Figs. 6f and 6c of their

study), can be compared with Figs. 5a and 5b of the

present study. The longitudinal distributions of the

correlation coefficients, calculated using the simulations

of the eddy-permitting ocean model and the 1.5-layer

model, showed westward increases along 118N and 118S
(Figs. 6f and 6c of their study), as depicted in Fig. 5a

(118N) and Fig. 5b (88S). The ranges of the correlation

coefficients in Perkins and Holbrook (2001) (10.2

to 10.7 at 118N and 20.2 to 10.7 at 118S) and the

present study (10.0 to10.8 at 118N and10.1 to10.7 at

88S) are comparable. As explained in section 3b, the

high correlation coefficients in 1808–1208W reflect the

importance of the winds on theRossbywave formations.

Thus, we further examined spatial patterns of anoma-

lous wind vectors and WSCAs during the mature phase

of ENSO events as described in the next paragraph.

We found that the wind forcing anomalies are the

result of the lower atmospheric response to the un-

derlying SST warming of El Niño. Although the mag-

nitude of the anomalous easterlies itself is not stronger

than the anomalous westerlies in the western Pacific,

spatial differential components of the anomalous sur-

face winds were statistically significant in the eastern

tropical Pacific, contributing to the anticyclonic WSCA

formations in the same regions. While the presence of

the anticyclonic WSCA in the North Pacific is reported

by Abe et al. (2014), the present study additionally

showed that this structure is found in the South Pacific as

well. These anticyclonic WSCAs in the eastern tropical

North and South Pacific during the mature phase of El

Niño (cyclonicWSCAs duringmature phase of LaNiña)
are important for the downwelling Rossby wave for-

mations (upwelling Rossby wave formations).

5. Summary

The formations of the ENSO-related off-equatorial

Rossby waves in the eastern tropical North and South

Pacific were examined using satellite SSHA data and

atmospheric variables in the reanalysis dataset during

the period of 1993–2013. The downwelling Rossby

waves (upwelling Rossby waves) were formed and

propagated along off-equatorial latitude bands in the

eastern tropical North and South Pacific after the ma-

ture phase of El Niño (La Niña). These off-equatorial

Rossby waves had been considered a result of the re-

flection of the equatorial Kelvin wave on the eastern

coastal boundary. The present study revealed that the

ENSO-related Rossby waves 1808–1208W can also be

excited by anomalous wind forcing in the eastern trop-

ical Pacific in 1358–908W during the mature phase of

ENSO events. Off-equatorial zonal belts of anticyclonic

(cyclonic) WSCAs found in 88–148N and 38–158S in the

eastern tropical North and South during mature phases

of El Niño (La Niña) events can explain downwellng

Rossby wave formations (upwelling Rossby wave for-

mations) on either side of the equator.

According to analyses of satellite SSHA data in 1993–

2013, positive (negative) SSHAs were distinct at 118N
and 88S for every El Niño event (every La Niña event).

However, except for the strong ElNiño event in 1997/98,
the starting longitudes of the ENSO-related SSHA

propagations were distant from the eastern coastal

boundary. Especially, this propagation feature was evi-

dent in the 2000s that is characterized by frequent oc-

currence of El Niño Modoki events. A numerical

experiment based on a simple dynamic model driven

only by anticyclonic (cyclonic) wind stress anomalies

well reproduced the observed downwelling (upwelling)

Rossby waves on either side of the equator without

consideration of the wave emission from the eastern

boundary. The experimental results strongly suggest

that the surface wind anomalies associated with ENSO

events are necessary for the formation of the ENSO-

related off-equatorial Rossby waves.

Because of the hydrostatic response of the lower at-

mosphere to the underlying warm (cool) SSTAs during

mature phases of El Niño (La Niña) events, equatorially
symmetric patterns of negative (positive) SLPAs were

formed over the eastern tropical Pacific. This study’s

analysis of surface wind anomaly fields showed that the

meridional gradient of the zonal component of geo-

strophic surface wind velocities contribute significantly

to the formation of WSCA zonal belts on either side of

the equator. This finding indicates that spatial SLPA

distributions are a key in describing the formation of off-

equatorial Rossby waves on either side of the equator

after the mature phases of ENSO events.
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